Abstract-Scan test data compression is widely used in industry to reduce test data volume (TDV) and test application time (TAT). This paper shows how multiple scan chain expansion ratios can help to obtain high test data compression in system-on-chips. Scan chains are partitioned with a higher expansion ratio than normal in scan compression mode and then are gradually concatenated based on a cost function to detect any faults that could not be detected at the higher expansion ratios. It improves the overall test compression ratio since it potentially allows faults to be detected at the highest expansion ratio. This paper introduces a new cost function to choose scan chain concatenation candidates for concatenation for multiple expansion ratios. To avoid TDV and TAT increase by scan concatenation, the proposed method takes a logic structure and scan chain length into consideration. Experiment results show the proposed method reduces TAT and TDV by 53%-64% compared with a traditional scan compression method.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE complexity of system-on-chip (SoC) designs keeps increasing, test data volume (TDV) and test application time (TAT) are growing significantly in scan test. Test cost can be reduced by decreasing TDV and TAT. In scan testing, a high TDV is required for scan vectors in automatic test equipment memory and a long scan data shift results in a long TAT. TDV and TAT are proportional to the scan chain length as well as the number of test patterns. In order to reduce TDV and TAT overhead, the number of test patterns and the longest scan chain length need to be reduced. The goal of this paper is to reduce the number of test patterns and the scan chain length with a high test compression ratio.
Using full scan design can achieve a high fault coverage since all scan cells are controllable and any desired values can be assigned by serially shifting required values through a scan chain. However, full scan design increases TDV and TAT. Scan compression techniques [1] - [20] have been proposed to reduce test cost based on using a test stimulus decompressor and response compressor.
Various scan compression related subjects have been researched. To reduce TAT, pipelined flip-flops are added to solve a delay problem on a long wire running between the scan ports and compressor/decompressor [16] . Efficient tester channel allocation techniques are proposed to further compress test data with a small number of scan test channels [6] , [17] , [18] . Wohl et al. [19] compressed the test data both at core level and top level for large size SoCs. Chandra et al. [20] introduced an efficient scan test compression technique called Zscan which reduces scan test channels. Zscan needs additional registers to convert a few inputs to multiple parallel inputs.
Fault coverage can be limited by the following reasons in test compression. First, most circuit states are not reachable when scan input pins are shared in a scan compression structure since the circuits driven by the scan chains are dependent. Fig. 1(a) gives an example of controllability loss by a shared scan input. Because the scan chain 1 shares scan input pins with scan chain 2, the stuck at 0 (S-A-0) fault at output pin of AND gate cannot be detected. Second, there is an observability loss by unknown (X) values generated from nonscannable elements, uninitialized memories, timing-sensitives paths, IP cores without test modes and etc. A large number of X values in output response compression logic can degrade fault coverage since the unknown values may block fault propagation to external output pins [11] , [12] . Fig. 1(b) illustrates an example that the unknown value in the overlapping fanin logic cone between scan cells SC 4 and SC 6 reaches to XOR 1 and XOR 2 in the compression logic. It may result in a fault coverage loss. Third, a fault may not be detected if multiple fault values mask each other. In Fig. 1(c) , if a stuck at 1 (S-A-1) fault exists in the overlapping fan-in logic cone between SC 2 and SC 4 and the fault on two different scan chains simultaneously propagates to XOR 1 , the output value of XOR 1 in the faulty design is masked. This limits the fault coverage.
In order to cover the fault coverage loss in scan compression mode, top-off test vectors are used in serial mode. Because the cost of top-off serial vectors is much higher than that of vectors in compression mode, it is desirable to keep the number of top-off serial vectors low.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. In scan testing, the expansion ratio is the ratio between scan chains and external scan input pins. The higher the selected expansion ratio, the more TDV and TAT are reduced since the length of internal scan chains decreases and fewer clock cycles are needed to load/unload scan data. However, as the expansion ratio increases, the controllability and observability generally become worse. In this paper, we propose a scan architecture supporting multiple expansion ratios to increase test compression. The scan chains supporting the multiple expansion ratios start with a higher expansion ratio and then the expansion ratio is gradually decreased to detect any faults which are not detected at the higher expansion ratio. Scan chains are concatenated to reduce the expansion ratio.
The scan chains with maximal free-variable dependency and structural dependency are selected for concatenation so that after concatenation, the overall dependency among scan chains is minimized. A free variable represents each bit stored on the tester and applied through an external scan input pins which can be loaded as either 0 or 1. If the same free variables are uploaded into two scan cells, free variable dependency between the scan cells exists. The structural dependency analysis investigates the number of overlapping cells between each pair of scan chains. There are two types of structure dependencies. One is the structure dependency of fan-in cone and the other is the structure dependency of fan-out cone. Analyzing free variable and structural dependencies improves the probability of detecting additional faults as scan chains are concatenated.
The proposed approach considers the length of scan chains in scan concatenation. Because scan data has to be shifted in for all the scan cells in the scan chain, TDV and TAT are determined by the longest scan chain length. The length of scan chain should be taken into account before concatenating scan chains since it can minimize a potential increase for TDV and TAT. This paper proposes an enhanced dependency cost function considering free-variable dependency, structural dependency of fan-in and fan-out logic cones, and scan chain length for scan chain concatenation (it extends and improves the preliminary results in [1] ). The proposed approach does not change scan cell ordering or stitching.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the scan chain architecture for multiple expansion ratios. Section III discusses details of dependency analysis and dependency cost function. Experimental results and the conclusion are given in Sections IV and V, respectively.
II. SCAN CHAIN ARCHITECTURE FOR MULTIPLE EXPANSION RATIOS
To minimize a fault coverage loss in compression mode, various approaches have been studied [13] , [14] . A topologybased circuit analysis method is proposed to achieve a high fault coverage [13] . It generates scan chains more optimally by solving the input dependency issues.
Lee and Han [14] introduced an approach to reduce fault coverage loss of scan compression with a continuous decompression flow using unique cells. It analyzes the structural dependency of fan-in cones for each scan cell between each pair of scan chains, and then finds unique cells which are logic gates not belonging to other fan-in cones. If there are more unique cells between each pair of scan chains, there is a higher probability that the detectable faults would be scattered over scan chains. The scan chain pairs holding a number of unique cells are not considered as concatenation candidates. However, fault coverage loss in compression mode comes from the number of overlapping cells between two scan chain pairs rather than the number of unique cells. Hence, it does not always minimize a fault coverage loss in the compression mode.
In this paper, test compression is increased through using multiple expansion ratios. They can be achieved by the following manner. First, a higher expansion ratio can be achieved by dividing a scan chain into a large number of shorter scan chains. Lockup-latches are inserted at the end of each shorter scan chain to prevent clock skew problems. Then, the scan decompressor logic and the scan compressor logic are inserted in front of and after internal scan chains, respectively. In order to reconfigure the scan chains into different multiple expansion ratios, multiplexers are required. If the multiplexers are already placed to support serial mode, they can be used. The control registers are used to change the expansion ratio by concatenating the scan chains. In this architecture, the expansion ratio is progressively reduced by concatenating scan chains through multiplexers. Fig. 2 illustrates how scan chain concatenation is implemented to support multiple expansion ratios. There are four external scan input pins, SI1-SI4, driving eight scan chains. The control registers select the multiplexer input to determine which scan chains are concatenated. As scan chains are concatenated, the expansion ratio is decreased. To achieve a higher fault coverage, it is necessary to select an optimal scan chain concatenation among a number of possible scan chain concatenation combinations. Let us assume that scan chain 1 and 2 are concatenated and the scan chain 3 and 4 are joined together in Fig. 2 . The first concatenated scan chain is driven by SI1 and SI2 and the second combined scan chain is driven by SI2 and SI3. The first and second scan chains are dependent on the same free-variable which is SI2 scan input. Because the same scan input, SI2, drives two scan chains, they are not independently controllable and it may cause a fault coverage loss. To increase the number of faults detected after concatenation, scan chain 1 and 3 need to be combined together and scan chain 2 and 4 together, since there is no free-variable dependency among four scan chains.
Scan chain 5 and 7, and 6 and 8 are concatenated together in the same manner as scan chain 1 and 3, 2 and 4 as shown in Fig. 2 . Red line illustrates concatenated scan chains driven by input pins SI1 and SI2. Blue line marks concatenated scan chains driven by SI3 and SI4. Even though a scan chain concatenation is performed to avoid free-variable dependencies, SI1 and SI2 simultaneously drive the first concatenated scan chain (scan chain 1 and 3) and the third concatenated scan chain (scan chain 5 and 7). There is a free variable dependency between them. The state of the two concatenated scan chains can be uncontrollable and they can have undetected faults. To minimize the possibility of undetected faults, the number of logical overlap cells in their functional output path needs to be analyzed. In combining scan chains for multiple expansion ratios, scan chain candidates for concatenation have to be chosen to reduce the number of undetected faults.
III. DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS AND DEPENDENCY COST FUNCTION
This section describes how the proposed multiple expansion ratio is achieved via dependency analysis and dependency cost function. By analyzing the dependency, the proposed method determines which scan cells to concatenate in order to minimize potential conflicts during automatic test pattern generation. This increases the probability of detecting more faults at higher expansion ratios.
To detect a fault, scan cells need to be loaded with certain values. In a serial mode, the conflict does not arise since a unique external scan input pin drives each scan chain. However, a free-variable dependency would exist among scan chains in compression mode. Consequently, because all of the circuit states would not be achievable when scan input pins are shared, conflicts may arise and faults cannot be detected.
The conflict may happen mainly by three types of dependencies. We define each dependency as follows.
Definition 1: The free-variable dependency is as a ratio between internal scan chains and external scan input pins.
For example, when two scan cells on different scan chains are driven by the same scan input pins, the conflict can happen as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In other words, they depend on the same free-variable and this is referred as free-variable dependency.
Definition 2: The structural dependency of fan-out cone is defined as fan-out logic cone overlaps between two scan cells on different scan chains.
For example, when the fan-out logic cones of two scan cells on different scan chains overlap, the faults in the overlapping logic cone may not be controllable if scan input pins are shared. This dependency causes a controllability loss as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) .
Definition 3: The structural dependency of fan-in cone is defined as fan-in logic cone overlaps between two scan cells on different scan chains.
For example, the fan-in logic cones of two scan cells on different scan chains overlap and the faults or X values in the overlapping logic cone propagate to a compressor through fan-out networks. The dependency causes observability loss as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) . For scan chain concatenation, the dependency analysis needs to be performed to minimize potential conflicts. This paper proposes a dependency cost function for multiple expansion ratios. The free-variable dependency and the structural dependency are considered to introduce the cost function. Scan chains are concatenated based on the dependency cost function.
For a continuous-flow linear decompressor, each scan cell is dependent on a linear combination of the free-variables on the tester. The degree of free-variable dependency is calculated by dividing the same free-variables of two scan cells by the total number of free-variables. Consider the example given in Fig. 3 . Scan cells, SC 1 and SC 2 , have one common freevariable, SI2. They have a total of three distinct free-variables (SI1, SI2, and SI3) in the linear equations. Hence, the degree of free-variable overlap is calculated as 1/3. SC 3 and SC 4 have two common free-variables and their total free-variable is also two, thus a degree of free-variable overlap is 1 which is the maximum amount of free-variable overlap. Since SC 1 and SC 3 do not have any common free-variable, their free-variable overlap is 0. The free-variable overlap of SC 1 and SC 4 is also 0. As the free-variable overlap of two scan cell increases, it becomes less flexible to control the value of two scan cell to detect the fault.
The dependency cost function in (1) relies on both the degree of free-variable overlap (F ij ) and the structural dependency of fan-in cone (SI ij ). SI ij is the amount of logic cone overlap across functional data input path of the of scan cell i in one scan chain and scan cell j in the other scan chain. The cost function is given The variables e and k are used as tuning parameters to adjust the relative weights of the two parts of the cost function to optimize the results for different circuits and different test compression schemes. The structural dependency of fan-in logic cone is calculated by measuring the number of overlapping gates in the fan-in cone of two scan cells on different scan chains. For example, each scan chain A, B, C, and D has three scan cells as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The structural dependency of fan-in cone is determined by measuring logic cone overlaps between two scan cells on different scan chains. In a similar fashion, the structural dependency of fan-out cone can also be found. The example in Fig. 4 shows the fan-in and fan-out cone analysis with their sizes. In Fig. 4(a) , the fan-in cone of SC 1 in scan chain A shares 11 cells with the fan-in cone of SC 1 in scan chain B. Via fan-in cone analysis, total 30 overlapping cells An absolute number of overlapping cells may not represent the structural dependency since the size of fan-in cones differs. A more accurate structural dependency can be found when a size of overlapping cone is considered with a size of logic cones. The proposed method considers a ratio of overlapping cells in the total fan-in cones. In Fig. 4(a) , the ratio of overlapping cells of SC 1 in scan chain A and B is 11/200 [11/(89 + 11 + 89 + 11)]. The ratio from SC 2 and SC 3 are 10/200 and 9/200, respectively. Hence, the total overlapping ratio between scan chain A and B is 30/200. In the same manner, the total ratio from scan chain C and D is found as 27/40 (10/40 + 8/40 + 9/40 = 27/40). The overlapping cell ratio analysis finds that the scan chain C and D has a higher structural dependency. To reflect the accurate structural dependency, the proposed method updates the cost function with a ratio of overlapping cells instead of an absolute size of overlaps.
The overlapping cell ratio of fan-out cone between scan chain pairs should also be investigated to minimize a controllability loss. In Fig. 4(b) , the total ratio of overlapping fan-out cone between scan chains A and B is calculated Fig. 4(a) to illustrate a simple example. However, as shown in Fig. 5 , there can be overlapping cells between SC 1 in scan chain A and SC 2 in scan chain B highlighted in gray. Because they can cause an observability loss, we count the number of overlapping cells between SC 1 in scan chain A and SC 2 in scan chain B as well as the overlap between SC 1 's in scan chain A and B. To enhance the controllability and observability loss in scan chain concatenation, the cost function is proposed as follows:
where TI ij is the total number of cells in one fan-in cone of scan cell i and scan cell j belonging to different scan chains. SO ij is the overlapping logic cone size across functional data output path of scan cell i and scan cell j . TO ij is the total number of cells in the fan-out cone of scan cell i and scan cell j . The degree of free-variable overlap (F ij ) and the structural dependency of fan-out cone (SO/TO) h express the possibility of controllability loss and the structural dependency of fan-in cone (SI/TI) g considers the possibility of observability loss. L is the total chain length of two scan chain pairs. Because the longest scan chain length is a dominant factor increasing TDV and TAT, the proposed cost function takes a scan chain length into consideration to minimize a TDV and TAT overhead by scan chain concatenations. The variables e, g, h, and k are tuning parameters which alter the relative weights of the four parts in the proposed cost function. To analyze how tuning parameters affect the compression ratio, we study the trend of parameters by varying their values between 0.15 and 5. We plot a compression ratio for IP1 [which is the intellectual property (IP) used in the experimental results discussed in Section IV] using different values of e and g in Fig. 6(a) . The compression ratio tends to be higher where e is greater than or equal to 1 and g is smaller than or equal to 1. We find that the compression ratio increases when the possibility of controllability loss (f ) e has more weight than the possibility of observability loss (SI/TI) g . The compression ratio is plotted with h and k in Fig. 6(b) . It tends to be better where h is greater than or equal to 1 and k becomes close to 1. The results tells that the compression ratio becomes better when the possibility of controllability loss (SO/TO) h has more weight than chain length (1/L) k . Fig. 6 shows that the compression ratio of IP1 can be enhanced by minimizing controllability loss than reducing observability loss or chain length. The highest compression ratio is found when e, g, h, and k are 1.5, 0.35, 1.5, and 1, respectively. The same tuning parameters are used for other seven IPs in Section IV.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Three scan compression flows are compared. The details are given as follows.
1) Traditional Scan Compression Flow: Scan chains are compressed with a single fixed expansion ratio.
Any undetected faults in the compression mode are detected with top-off vectors in serial mode.
2) Scan Compression Flow With Multiple Expansion Ratios
Using Cost Function 1: Scan chains are compressed with a higher expansion than a traditional flow. To detect any undetected faults, an expansion ratio is progressively reduced based on the cost_function1 in (1).
3) Scan Compression Flow With Multiple Expansion Ratios
Using Cost Function 2: Scan chains are compressed with a higher expansion than a traditional flow. The expansion ratio is progressively reduced based on the proposed_cost_function in (2) . To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, eight industrial IP blocks from state-of-the-art SoC are used. Design details of IPs are given in Table I . The number of scan cells, total faults, and compression ratio are given in the second, third, and last three columns, respectively. The compression ratio is defined as the ratio between TDV of the conventional full scan design and TDV of compression mode. For the flow (2) and (3), the compression ratio is measured after fourth expansion.
The compression ratio of flow (2) is 1.9 times higher than flow (1) since progressive scan chain concatenation based on cost_function1 can minimize undetected faults. The last column shows a compression ratio by the flow (3). The compression ratio by the flow (3) is 2.4 and 1.3 times higher than the flow (1) and (2) . Table II lists the comparisons of test patterns, longest chain length, TDV and TAT for three compression flows with first five IPs given in Table I . The initial expansion ratio of the five IPs are 18. Table III shows the comparisons of TDV and TAT for three flows with last three IPs in Table I . They have the expansion ratio of 70. Since IP6, IP7, and IP8 have higher expansion ratio than IP1-IP5, the compression ratio of IP6-IP8 is higher than others as given in Table I .
The first and second column in Tables II and III shows IPs and the three flows evaluated. The third column gives an expansion ratio for each flow. The number of test patterns for each expansion ratio and serial top off patterns are given in the fourth columns. The serial top off patterns are generated to detect any undetected faults with different scan chain configurations. The fifth column denotes a longest chain length. In IP1, the longest scan chain length is 83 and the serial top off pattern requires a length of 1720 with a flow (1). The flow (2) concatenates scan chains using cost_function1 and the longest scan chain length keeps increasing with a higher expansion ratio. Because the cost_function1 does not consider the scan chain length, the longer scan chains are generally selected and concatenated. In the flow (2), with a higher expansion ratio, the longest scan chain length generally becomes twice as long as that of the previous expansion ratio. In IP1, from the first expansion ratio to the second expansion ratio, the longest scan chain length increases from 83 to 166. 166 becomes 332 and it becomes 664 as the expansion ratio changes from second, third and fourth. This trend is also found from other IPs. The flow (2) tends to generate longer and longer scan chains via scan concatenation. However, the flow (3) considers the scan chain length along with controllability and observability loss. Hence, as can be seen, the scan chain length does not linearly increase with a longest scan chain length. TDV and TAT are determined by the longest scan chain. The flow (3) concatenates the scan chains considering a scan chain length and this significantly reduces TDV and TAT. The last two columns list TDV and TAT for each method. TDV and TAT values are accumulated and the final TDV and TAT values for each flow can be found at the serial top off row. The TDV and TAT of IPs are reduced by 53%-64% and 14%-30% compared with the flow (1) and (2), respectively. Fig. 7 plots the number of test patterns and the longest scan chain length for IP1. In Fig. 7(a) , the slope of test pattern reduction in flow (2) is steeper than flow (3) between the second and fourth expansion ratio. The flow (3) requires 373 and 120 test patterns with second and third expansion ratios. It has 253 (373-120) test pattern differences while the flow (2) has 273 (410-137). From third to fourth expansion ratios, there are 78 (120-42) and 91 (137-46) for the flow (3) and (2), respectively. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , this happens because the flow (2) has longer scan chains than the flow (3) and the longer scan V. CONCLUSION This paper shows the benefits of compressing higher than a traditional scan compression ratio initially and then progressively concatenating scan chains together to reduce the expansion ratio. The scan chain concatenation is performed with a cost function which considers free-variable dependencies, structural dependencies, and scan chain lengths. The proposed method considerably enhances a compression ratio, TDV, and TAT by detecting faults with multiple expansion ratios based on the enhanced cost function.
